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Emilie is CEO of corporate transformation consultancy, E5S.

She was previously the Chief Transformation Officer for Aboitiz, the Philippines’

second largest conglomerate. She created new business lines with nation-building

scale and doubled or tripled the usual profit potential. She also created programs

to  transform  the  existing  companies  and  culture  through  bureaucracy  busting,

training hundreds of staff to succeed like they were in Big Tech and simulating how

to sustain operations well during looming crises.

Before  that,  Emilie  was  CEO  of  ExO  Works,  a  corporate  transformation

consultancy which helped large organizations like Visa, HP, BHP, Siemens Energy,

Vodacom, Rio Tinto, Santos, Boston Scientific and Procter & Gamble to emulate the

world’s  fastest  growing  companies,  enabling  exponential  growth  for  these

companies. Their clients averaged 70X return on investment from these projects

and tripled retention of the talent involved.

From 2006 to 2014, Emilie sourced a range of $20 – 400 million private equity

investments in energy production start-ups and technologies around the world.

This meant reviewing around 100 potential investments per annum and seeing the

patterns for success or failure.  From 2002 to 2005, Emilie managed corporate

development and corporate relations for Sydney Gas Limited. She helped grow the

startup to a $300 million valuation and was instrumental in raising the company’s

poor reputation to a media-recognized “market leader.” From 1999 to 2002, Emilie

worked on the sweeping deregulation of the energy and water markets in Australia

and New Zealand,  facilitating complex negotiations between senior executives,

regulators and Government Ministers.

Keynote Topics

Unlocking Growth: Strategies for Thriving in Disruption

Cultivating Excellence: Building a High-Performance Team Culture for

Talent Retention

Strategic Survival: Thriving in a World of War, Cyberwar, and Social

Mayhem

Data  Revolution:  Leveraging  Generative  AI  for  Supercharged

Innovation

Harmony in Tech: Bridging the Gap Between Executives, IT, and Cyber

Security

Ticking Time Bomb: Navigating the Global Debt Crisis
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